INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to illustrate how various notions of choice sequence can be derived from, or reduced to, the notion of a lawless sequence. More accurately, we will construct a sequence of models, starting with a model for lawless sequences of neighbourhood functions, and arriving by subsequent modifications at a model for the theory CS of Kreisel & Troelstra(1970) .
Such a process of gradually transforming a model for the theory of lawless sequences into a model for the theory of CS provides an answer to the question posed in Kreisel(I968), p.243, "How fundamental are lawless sequences", in the sense that it shows that many concepts of choice sequence can be derived from a notion of lawlessness.
The first model to be discussed in section 4 will be a model for lawless sequences of neighbourhood functions, which is completely analogous to a model for the theory LS of lawless sequences of natural numbers (for LS, see Kreisel(1968) , Troelstra(1977». This model for LS will be presented in section 3, after a short introduction to forcing over sites given 1n section 2.
wi th a lawless s e qu enc e of neighbourhood func tions one can associate a "po t ential" sequence of natural numbers a: given an initial segment (fa, ... ,f n) of So the information we have about a is that it lies in the image of f o f n (where the f i' s a re regarded as lawlike continuous operations IN:N -> JNJN, so composing then makes sense).
A first modification of the site serves to eliminate an intensional aspect of the information we have about such a potential sequence a: two initial segments represent the same information about a, and should therefore be identified, given that a is the sequence we are interested in, rather than the lawless sequence of neighbourhood functions that a is constructed from.
A next moditication turns these potential sequences of natural numbers into actual ones, simply by refining the Grothendieck topology of the underlying site. We will see that the universe of choice sequences obtained at this stage is of little interest.
This situation changes radicaliy if we modify the site once more, this time in
order to obtain closure properties of the universe of choice sequences, and, in a next step, eliminate the intensional aspects introduced with these closure properties.
We then have a model in which the universe of choice sequences satisfies the CS-axioms of analytic data and Va3n-continu'ity, i.e.
Va(A(a) ->-3F(a E im(F) 1\ VB E im(F)A\B»)
Va3nA ( Moreover, this model has a natural notion of independence, which is decidable is valid, where we write a # B for "a is independent from B "). Using this notion, we can formulate several variants of Va3B -continuity which are valid in this model, such as VcdB( I a#B 1\ A(a, B» ->-3FVaA (a,Fa) Va3B(a#BI\A(a,B» ->-3eEKVu(e(u) '10 ->-3BVaEu(a#B->-A(a,B»).
A multiple parameter version of analytic data also holds: Vaj, ... an(#(aj, ... ,a n) 1\ A(a1, ... ,a n) ->-3F 1, ... ,F n(/\ a i E im (F i) However, the usual version of Va3S -continuity (which is an axiom of CS),
Va3SA(a,S) + 3FVaA(a,Fa) , does not hold.
Finally, we modify the site by introducing the possible creation of certain dependencies betweer. sequences. This is done in two steps. After the first step, we obtain validi ty cf the usual CS-version of Va3S -continui ty. So the only thing that is missing for a CS-model is the axiom of pairing,
A second step will a.cc ompl i sh the validity of this axiom, and we have arrived at a model for CS.
The constructions of these models and the proofs of their properties can be performed in an intuitionistic system like IDB (see Kreisel & Troelstra(1970) ). This means that the theories of choice sequences that we provide models for are all consistent with Church's thesis ("all lawlike sequences are recursive") and countable choice.
As we said above, this sequence of models illustrates how various concepts of choice sequence can be reduced to the concepts of lawlessness. There is an interesting parallel here between the material ot paper and the program of "imitating" notions of choice sequence by means of "projections of lawless sequences" (1980) , van der Hoeven (1982) ), which has a simi lar purpose of rcduc i ng arbitrary choice sequences to lawless ones.
For example, in van der Hoeven(I982) a restricted version of CS is modelled by sequences constructed from a lawless sequence of neigbourhood functions and two lawless sequences of natural numbers, of whic:h the latter two serve to make potential sequences into actual ones and to create dependencies between members of the universe of choice sequences.
There are some important differences between these two approaches, however, the main one being that here we obtain new notions of choice sequence by modifying the underlying site, that is, by modifying the notion of truth, whereas on the projections approach new universes of choice sequences are constructed by applying more complex continuous operations to lawless sequences.
Our present approach is technically simpler, because the changes in the forcing definition really make the intensional differences between sequences invisible.
Using projections, the forcing definition remains the same, but long formula inductions are needed to show that for formulas in the language of analysis the property of being forced is independent of intensional differences in the parameters.
On the other hand, choice sequences projected from lawless sequences give a clearer picture of a construction process.
In the sites we discuss here there are obvious representatives of steps in such a process ("going back along the arrows"), but the process as a whole is not explicitly presented.
Summarizing the results of this paper, then, we find models which have properties similar to the models for the CSlike systems constructed by projections. In particular, our last model but one, in which all of CS except pairing holds, is closely related to the models of van der Hoeven & Troelstra(198U) . Technically, however, the projections approach is much more involved than the present one. The full generality of the models we obtain here has (so far) not been achieved along the projections approach: the projection models are all models of restricted variants of the theories we model here. Moreover, we obtain some new models for so it seems to us interesting systems with a primitive relation of independence.
In our paper van der Hoeven & Moerdijk(to appear) we constructed two models for the system CS by using forcing over sites, as we do here. Especially the first model (section 2.2 of that paper) is In some sense much simpler than the present one, but its construction is not motivated by a "reduction to lawless sequences" and, contrary
to the present approach, we do not meet interesting (sub)systems on the way of the construction of that model. The second CSmodel in that paper (sectlon 4) bears a relation to lawless sequences, but since it is constructed from the first one simply by considering what would be needed to prove it first order equivalent, this relation is less natural as a reduction.
(See the remarks in Troelstra(1983 Troelstra( ), pp. 2456 Thus, the constructions of these three CSmodels are motivated rather different ly, and the relation between these models needs closer investigation. This is a problem, however, that we do not touch upon in this paper.
FORCING OVER SITES
To make this paper accessible to readers who are less familiar with forcing over sites, we will review some of the basic notions of this theory, otherwise known as sheaf semantics or Beth-Kripke-Joyal semantics.
Let be a category. If C is an object of a sieve on C is a col lection of morphisms S with codomain C which is closed under right composition, i.e.
A Grothendieck topology on is a function which associates to every object C of a family J(C) of sieves on C, called cooer-inq sieves, such that (i) (trivial cover) For each C, the maximal sieve
.
(iii) (transitivity) If R E J(C) and S is a sieve on C such that for
A site is a category equipped with a Grothendieck topology. A site is called consis- with codomain C ("basic covering families"), then there exists a smallest Grotendieck topology J "ith the property that for each of these selected objects C, and for each sieve S on C, S E J(C) whenever S contains one of these basic covering families. This smallest topology J is called the topology generated by the basic covering families.
In general, it is rather hard to keep track of what a collection of basic covers generates, in particular, it is hard to see whether the generated Grothendieck topology is consistent. For this reason, it is more convenient to work with basic covers of the following form:
for each object C we specify a collection K(C) of families f. {C. cj. such that
It,
there we have a fam-
is a morphism of cr E K(C).
such that for each id and for each i f. og ..
The one-element family {C f.
C.
C}. E K(C) and 
If we have a family of basic covers K(C) for each CElt satisfying (i')-(iii'), then the Grothendieck topology J generated by K is defined by
In particular, J consistent iff ¢ i K(C) for some object C (we say that K is consistent).
In section 4, we define (models over) sites by some basic covers which in general do not satisfy (i')-(iii'). So the way to show that our models are consistent is to find a bigger collection K of basic covers which does satisfy (i')-(iii'), and is consistent. This is rather straightforward in all cases, and will in general not be shown in detail.
A domain X on a site (It,J) is a functor It°P Sets, i.e. a collection of sets {X(C) CElt} together with restriction maps
for every morphism C D of It, such that
The elements of X(C) are to be thought of as partially constructed members of the domain X, C is the "stage" of construction, and by the restriction along D C we gain more information about such a partially constructed member of X, i.e. we perform a construction step.
A lawlike domain (more precisely, a ot lawliKe objects) is a domain which consists of complete objects: there is nothing to be constructed. 50 X is lawlike if X(C) = a fixed set X , and all restriction maps are identities. Thus, for each "external" set X there is a corresponding lawlike domain, also denoted by X, with X(C) = X. The main examples that occur in section 4 are the lawlike domain of natural numbers (lli(C) = lli for all C), and the domain of lawlike neighbourhood functions K (K(C) = K, the set of inductively defined neighbourhood functions).
Given a collection of domains on we define forcing for a many sorted of sort Xi' is now defined by i nduc t i on, For atomic formulas we have
Furthermore, (local) If SEJ(e) and Dll-lP(x1!f, ,xnlf) forevery in S,
is called valid (notation:
Function symbols F of L, taking n arguments of sorts XI' ... ' X n to a value of sort Y, are treated as n+l -place relation symbols such that VX l
This interpretation makes all of intuitionistic predicate calculus valid, and when higher order sorts (exponentials and powersets) are properly defined it provides a model for intuitionistlC type theory with full comprehension. lihen the sort m of natural numbers is interpreted by the corresponding lawlike domain, we obtain a model for (higher order) intuitionistic arithmetic (These are well-known facts, but they are not needed for the understanding of the rest of this paper.) The first order part of arithmetic is classical if we work in a classical metatheory, since (as is easily shown by induction) we have if the sorts Xi are lawlike, and all quantifiers range over lawlike sorts.
A MODEL FOR LS
As a preparation to the next section, which is the core of this paper, we will now describe a model for the theory LS of lawless sequences of natural numbers.
This model is not new, and was first described in Fourman(1982) . has initial segment u . l .
i.
The empty product, which is the one point space, is denoted by 1. Morphisms from one such obJect to another (ii) (projections)
Classically, the generated Grothendieck topology can be described as: a family 
from which decidable equality follows immediately. 
CHOICE SEQUENCES CONSTRUCTED FROM LAWLESS SEQUENCES OF NEIGHBOURHOOD FUNCTIONS
4.1. Lawless sequences of neighbourhood functions.
As usual, K denotes the (inductively detined) class of neighbourhood functions
Neighbourhood functions induce lawlike continuous operations Grothendieck topology is generated by basic covers of two kinds: (ii) By observation 2 of section 2, we have to show tjat if 1= Vo.3nA(a,n) then tion 1) there are an inductive cover 1= 3FVo.A(a,Fo.). But if 1= Vo.3nA(a,n) then
We may assume the u. 
Closure under lawlike continuous operations.
We will now enlarge our universe of choice sequences, by "projecting" from the At the level of the site this means that instead of having finite products of spaces V f as objects, we now take finite products of objects of the form to our site. On the underlying spaces, this is just the identity map. Going back along this morphism corresponds to the "step in the construction" by which we decide to consider some more choice sequences projected from the single lawless sequence about which we know that it starts with f.
since we should be able to consider an arbitrary (finite) number of such choice sequences without narrowing our information about the sequences we already had, we should declare this morphism a cover in the site. (Stability of this new type of basic cover is trivial, since the underlying function of topological spaces is the identity.)
The model we obtain in this way indeed satisfies closure, that is A similar abstraction is made in the theory of lawless sequences. A lawless sequence a is usually conceived of as constructed by fixing a finite initial segment u, and then starting to make free choices (throwing a die). At each stage of the construction, the information we have about a is an initial segment u*v, but we abstract from the extra "intensional" information that u is the initial "deliberate" placings of the die, whereas v comes from making free choices. See Troelstra(1977) .)
When compared to the earlier models of this section 4, the properties that the universe of choice sequences has in this model are much richer and much more interesting.
Before we investigate some of these properties, however, we give an explicit description of the site that we have obtained at this stage. For easy reference, we call this site lK.
x ..... x
Objects of the site lK a V n f n are finite products where f. E K and a.
<IN E K
• MOY'phisms of lK are best described by: all compo-
is a cover, for each inductive bar {u . }.
(ii)
(adding choice sequences)
i.s a cover.
Vb is a cover for the map which is the iden- proof. From the proof of the elimination theorem for CS (Kreisel & Troelstra(1970)) we conclude that if CS 1-A then CSI 1-A, where CS I is the theory axiomatized by the axioms of CS which contain only one choice variable. But the theorem above states that these axioms are valid over JK.
D
The model does not satisfy the axioms for CS in more choice variables, notably the pairing axi.om Va,S3F,G3y(a=FyI\S=Gy), and Va3S-continuity. /\ A(Ctj, ... ,a n) -> 3F, ... F n n ((=\ a i Eim(F i) /\ VS j ... l3 n(#(13 I,···,13n) ->-A(FI3 1,··Fl3n »» the proofs are easy modifications of the proofs given for the one-rp a r atne t e r case, using a "genericity lemma" for independent n-tuples, saying that the independent n-tuple at id id V () x ••• x V () (n-fold product) is the generic such.
We do have dependent versions of pairing and Va313 -continuity:
Theorem 3.
The model over JK satisfies (i) (uniformity) lIa3B(a#B IIA(a,B»>-3e e Klfu(e(u) ';'0 -+ 3Slfa E u(a#B +A(a.,B»)
(ii) lIa3I3A(a,S) -e-3eEKllu(e(u)';'0 -+ (3FllctEuA(a,Fa) v 313I1clEu(a#S-+A(a,B»».
(By analytic data and continuity for the quantifier combination lfa3f E K, (i) may equivalently be formulated as (i ') lIa3S (a#B II A(a, B» -+ lIa3FIIB (a#S -+ A(a, FS)) .) 4.5. Identifying independent processes.
The ob s truction to having the usual form of lfa3S -continui ty at the end of 4.4 lies in the fact that there are independent "parallel" processes for constructing lawless sequences of neighbourhood functions. As a further abstraction, we will now allow identification of independent processes which "until now" have yielded the same result. This abstraction is formalized by adding more morphisms to the site E of 4.4: we add morphisms this it folevery at any" Then
